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Abstract: We construct gravitational backgrounds dual to a family of eld theories pa-
rameterized by a relevant coupling. They combine a non-trivial scalar eld prole with a
naked singularity. The naked singularity is necessary to preserve Lorentz invariance along
the boundary directions. The singularity is however excised by introducing an infrared
cuto in the geometry. The holographic dictionary associated to the infrared boundary
is developed. We implement quenches between two dierent values of the coupling. This
requires considering time dependent boundary conditions for the scalar eld both at the
AdS boundary and the infrared wall.
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1 Introduction
Modelling quantum quenches in a holographic setup has attracted considerable attention in
the last years. A remarkable success has been achieved in reproducing important aspects of
the universal dynamics of quenches [1]{[5]. However most models lack some of the dening
characteristics of quenches. Notably, they simulate an injection of energy in the system
without real change in the Hamiltonian.
In this note we want to present a simple holographic model of a quench modifying
the infrared physics. With this aim, we search for the gravitational dual to a family of
d-dimensional QFT's parameterized by a relevant coupling. As a main input, the ground
state for any value of the coupling is required to be Lorentz invariant. We pursue the
minimal scenario, involving Einstein gravity coupled to a real scalar eld. The possibility
of extra compactied dimensions is excluded.







  dt2 + d~x 2d 1

: (1.1)
Setting 8G=d 1, the equations of motion are
z
2
A0 = d(A  1) + 2V () ; A0 = 2 zA02 : (1.2)
These equations have two integration constants, which can be related to the coecients of
the two independent scalar modes. Asking for regularity of the geometry links their values,
allowing to interpret one of them as a QFT coupling and the other as the expectation
value of the sourced operator. Regular solutions of (1.2), when they exist, describe RG
ows between two xed points associated to extrema of the scalar potential. The free
integration constant represents then an irrelevant perturbation of the infrared xed point,
whose properties are determined by the scalar potential alone. All other solutions run into

















There is no condition that relates the two integration constants, challenging the usual
holographic dictionary. Related to this, Lorentz invariant metrics are not minimal energy
solutions when only one integration constant is xed at the AdS boundary. Actually there
are solutions of arbitrary negative energy.
These issues admit a simple, albeit crude solution, by introducing an infrared cuto
in the geometry. This creates a new boundary and renders it natural to interpret both
integration constants from (1.2) as couplings. Fixing the two couplings solves the vacuum
stability problem [6]. Moreover regions of high curvature, which bring outside the regime
of validity of classical gravity, are excised.
AdS with an infrared hard wall is a well known rough holographic model for conning
theories [7, 8]. The new ingredient in this paper is to consider the hard wall as a regularizing
element, while the infrared physics will be linked to the strength of the naked singularity.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we solve the equations of motion for
the static backgrounds with a vanishing potential and study the rst harmonic modes.
In section 3 we model a quantum quench between two values of the coupling and then, in
section 4, we analyze the numerical results. Finally, the holographic dictionary associated to
the infrared boundary is developed in section 5, where we also briey summarize our work.
2 Static backgrounds
We will explore the proposed scenario with a vanishing scalar potential. Equations (1.2)
can then be solved analytically, with the result
A(z) = 1 + 2z2d ; (2.1)
(z) =  + d 1=2 arcsinh(zd) ; (2.2)
where  and  are arbitrary constants.  represents a global shift in the value of the scalar,
which is of no physical consequence when V ()=0.  induces a non-trivial scalar prole
 = z d0 sinh(
p
d) : (2.3)
with z0 denoting the radial position of the wall, and =0 1 the variation of the scalar
eld between the wall and the AdS boundary. If extended beyond the infrared cuto, all
backgrounds with  6=0 have a naked singularity. Their curvature is
R(z) =  d(d+ 1) + d(d  1)2z2d : (2.4)
Holography interprets the harmonic modes of bulk elds as excitations in the dual
QFT. In gure 1 we have plotted the frequency of the lower scalar modes along the fam-
ily (2.1){(2.2) for d=2. When the radial variation of scalar prole is small, the spectrum
is determined by z0 . The spectrum becomes instead ruled by  for larger values of this
parameter. Figure 1a shows that the mass gap, holographically given by !0, grows with
 and implies that this is a relevant coupling. Interestingly the ratio of higher normal fre-
quencies to the fundamental one shows an approximate linear growth, see gure 1b. Hence
the infrared physics associated to the family (2.1){(2.2) does not dier by a mere rescaling.





































Figure 1. Left: frequency of the fundamental scalar mode. Right: ratio of the next three normal
frequencies to the fundamental one.
3 Modelling a quantum quench
We want to model a global quench between QFT's whose ground states are in the fam-





















0 = z (2+ 2) ; A0 = z A (2+ 2) +
d
z
(A  1) ; (3.3)
with  =0 and  =A 1e _ encoding the radial and time scalar derivatives. Solving the
equations of motion requires giving a set of initial data together with boundary data at
asymptotic AdS and the infrared wall. As boundary data, we will allow for time dependent
proles 1(t)=(t; 0) and 0(t)=(t; z0). Dynamical processes triggered by 1(t) in the
hard wall setup were studied in [9, 10]. The possibility of imposing a time dependent scalar
prole at the wall has been considered in [11].
The family (2.1){(2.2) does not exhaust the set of static solutions to our gravity system.
In general they break Lorentz invariance and are described by the ansatz (3.1). Their energy
density can be read from the asymptotic expansion A=1 2Mzd+: : : . It is then clear that










with A0 =A(z0). The rst term represents the contribution to the total energy from the
geometry hidden by the infrared cuto. When this part encloses a naked singularity it
can be arbitrarily negative. On the contrary, the second term is always positive for solu-
tions without horizons. Therefore naked singularities are a crucial ingredient for obtaining
















































Figure 2. Left: shadowed in blue, couplings admitting static solutions without horizons for d=2.
Equal mass curves are highlighted. Right: threshold mass for collapse of pulses (4.1). Inset: ratio
of the temperature of the black hole at threshold to the mass gap.
Up to a trivial global shift in the scalar, static solutions are parameterized by  and





see red line in gure 2. Since A0 is a boundary data, it is natural to also interpret it as a
QFT coupling. The unique static solution without horizons for  and A0 in the shaded
region of gure 2a, represents the ground state of the associated QFT [11].
We consider that the QFT before the quench is in the ground state for chosen couplings
in the subset (3.5). Acting on the boundary values such that 1 changes while 0 remains
constant, clearly brings outside (3.5). The same actually happens in the opposite case.
When 1 is kept constant, the equations of motion ensure the conservation of total mass.
A time dependent 0 generates a scalar pulse that enters the geometry at the infrared
boundary. Unless the time variation is adiabatic, this pulse induces an excited state in
the nal QFT. This injection of energy is countered by an adjustment of the value of A0
such that the total energy is conserved, bringing again outside (3.5). Namely, if the initial
theory belongs to the Lorentz invariant subset, the nal one will have negative ground
state energy. Therefore, the only way to model a quench between theories in (3.5) is by a
combination of the wall prole 0(t) with a net energy injection into the system. This can
only happen at the AdS boundary, induced by a non-trivial 1(t). The nal conguration
will be an excited state above a new, but still Lorentz invariant, ground state.
The initial state will be taken to have vanishing 1, 0 =  and A0 satisfying (3.5).











This models a quench with a nite time span controlled by the parameter a. After the
quench 0= +, while A0 will be xed by the conservation of energy at the wall. Any 1(t)

















couplings. We do not want however that the quench follows an arbitrary path in the
coupling space of gure 2a. We aim to only act on the combined coupling that moves
along the M = 0 line. This involves a tuned variation of the scalar eld at the wall
and the AdS boundary, which the absence of time-like Killing vector renders it unclear
how to implement. In the following we will assume that the diagonal time coordinate
in (3.1) provides a reasonable way to project the value of 0 onto the dual QFT. Hence we
require (3.5) to hold at each constant time slice.
We use a Runge-Kutta algorithm of fourth order to solve the evolution equations (3.2),
as done in [11]. The time coordinate t is gauge xed to be the proper time at the AdS













with 0 in (3.6) and 1 derived from (3.5). The wall values of A,  and  are xed by
the equations of motion in terms of 0 and the initial conditions.
4 Numerical results
The central characteristic of the dynamics generated by (3.5){(3.6), is whether or not
it will generate a horizon. In the armative case, the end point of the evolution is a
Schwarzschild black hole trapping the total mass. This represents a unitary process in
the dual QFT leading to thermalization [1, 12]. Those that do not form a horizon result
in a scalar pulse that bounces forever between AdS boundary and wall [9, 10]. Bouncing
geometries provide the holographic counterpart to periodic reconstructions of quantum
correlations in the dual eld theory [13, 14], known as quantum revivals [15].
The only topological obstruction to the formation of a horizon in our setup is the
presence of the wall, enforcing that the total mass of the conguration satises Mz20>1=2.
A rst question then is whether the typical scale triggering fast thermalization is set by
z0 or depends on the . Before studying quenches, we analyze the infall of a scalar shell
modelling an energy injection without variation of the Hamiltonian. We restrict in the
following to d= 2 for numerics. Since the shape of the pulse inuences the evolution, we
consider a typical shell, radially localized and of gaussian form
(t=0) / z2e  12 tan2( z2z0 ) ; (4.1)
with = 0:1 and (t= 0) in the family (2.1){(2.2). The threshold mass for gravitational
collapse without bounces is plotted in gure 2b. It strongly grows with , conrming the
secondary role of the infrared wall. Using the hard wall as an auxiliary element, we are
actually obtaining a basic model of a soft wall.
We explore now the evolutions after a quench modelled by (3.5){(3.6) in d= 2. The
quench will be applied to the Lorentz invariant background = = 0:7. At this value














































Figure 3. Left: energy density generated by (3.5){(3.6) for = 0:7 and d= 2. Right: hO1i for
three quenches with dierent time spans.
position, see gure 1. We focus on  > 0, and hence the quench will increase the mass
gap. Figure 3a shows the nal energy density as a function  for several values of the
time span a. Its growth with  is more pronounced the smaller is a. We have shaded
in blue the parameters that lead to black hole formation. Processes where a horizon is
generated after some bouncing cycles occupy just a small window on the boundary of the
blue region. Otherwise we obtain geometries that keep bouncing as far as our simulation
could go. Only suciently fast quenches, those with a< 0:25 in the example of gure 3a,
can generate enough energy density to trigger thermalization.
Bouncing geometries can be roughly divided in two types: standing and traveling
waves. Standing waves project mainly on the fundamental harmonic of the static back-
ground associated to the nal couplings. It is convenient to restore the natural mass units,
M ! d 18GM , with G extremely small. According to the holographic dictionary, 1=G is
proportional to the number of elementary degrees of freedom in the dual QFT. Hence M
translates into an energy density per species in eld theory terms. Although the mass of
standing waves is much smaller than that required for collapse, it can be parametrically
larger than G. Indeed quenches in gure 3a generate standing waves when a0:6, having
masses up to Mz20  0:1.
Standing waves oscillate with the frequency of the mass gap, !0. It is then natural to
holographically identify them with coherent states of ~k=0 modes of the lowest QFT exci-
tation. Revivals with the same interpretation appear for example in the massive Schwinger
model after a quench [16, 17]. The important dierence in our case is their energy density.
It can be much larger than the mass gap, proper in holographic models of a conning
phase, ranging up to O(1=G), close to the typical values in the plasma phase. In spite of
that, the physics driving thermalization does not refer to !0. This is illustrated in the inset
of gure 2b. The temperature of the black hole at the collapse threshold for the gaussian
pulses (4.1), is well below the mass gap.
Traveling pulses exhibit radial localization and displacement. They represent in general
partial revivals. They have larger masses, and the associated QFT states are thus expected

















be connected with the projection of narrow pulses on higher harmonic modes. The radial
infall of a narrow shell has been related to the evolution of the separation between entangled
excitations after a quench [1, 3, 5], the so-called horizon eect [18]. In this sense, radial
displacement indicates the presence of non-zero momentum modes in the dual eld theory
state. Since the quench we are modelling is global, nite momentum modes can only be
created in pairs. Figure 1b shows that 2!0!1 for a large range of couplings, explaining
why radial localization and displacement appear at similar energies.
Contrary to standing waves, traveling congurations generated by (3.5){(3.6) are com-
posed of two distinct sub-pulses, one entering from the AdS boundary and the other from
the wall. This is clearly appreciated in the one-point functions. Figure 3b shows the vev of
the operator sourced by 1 for three examples from gure 3a. We use a rescaled time such
that the fundamental frequency for the nal couplings is 2. The oscillations of hO1i are
plotted in blue for a slow quench, with a= 0:6, resulting in a standing wave. A traveling
conguration with two sub-pulses producing signals of similar magnitude is obtained for
a=0:15 and shown in green. The eect of both subpulses superposes, giving rise to oscilla-
tions with roughly twice the fundamental frequency. In magenta we have an intermedium
conguration, with a small boundary component. It is worth mentioning a slight increase
in the oscillation period of each subpulse between the a= 0:6 and a= 0:15 pulses. This is
due to their dierent nal energies: M =0:002 and M =0:02 respectively. The increase of
the period with the energy is generic in holographic quenches, nding some analogues in
the condensed matter literature [13, 14].
The distinction between fast and slow quenches should refer to the characteristic scale
of the infrared physics. Slow quenches can be unambiguously dened as those producing
standing or quasi-standing waves. We consider now quenches with xed amplitude  and
time span a, but dierent initial coupling . Figure 1a shows that the mass gap grows
with the coupling. Therefore the quench should result in a collapsing shell, a bouncing
pulse or a standing wave as we choose larger values of . Alternatively, the energy density
in units of the nal mass gap must be a monotonically decreasing function of . This
quantity is plotted in gure 4a for  = 0:2 and several small values of a, conrming the
expected behavior.
5 One point functions at the wall
We have assumed that the boundary values 0 and A0 relate to couplings with a well
dened, local projection on the eld theory time coordinate. The same as 1, they should
source local operators. We aim to determine their expectation values.
Symmetry under global shifts of the scalar eld implies that only the dierence =
0 1 is physically relevant. Hence the ground state expectation values of the operators O0
and O1 can not be independent. While the latter is dictated by the asymptotic expansions
at the AdS boundary, the former has to depend on quantities evaluated at the wall. The
scalar equation for static solutions reduce to (z1 dAe )0=0, implying
lim
z!0

















































Figure 4. Left: energy density normalized by the square of the nal mass gap in quenches with
dierent initial coupling and = 0:2. Right: evolution of one-point functions after a quench with
a=0:3 and =1, leading to thermalization.
where we have used A1= 1 and the gauge choice 1=0. The l.h.s. is precisely hO1i [19].
Dening hO0i as minus the r.h.s., we obtain a relation of the desired form
hO1i+hO0i = 0 : (5.2)
The sign has been chosen such that the operator sourced by 1+0 has a vanishing vev
in the ground state. Notice that (5.1) would not hold with V () 6=0, when neither a global
shift on the scalar is a symmetry of the system.
The metric function A satises the evolution equation
_A = 2zA _ : (5.3)
The zd coecient in the asymptotic expansion of A determines the dual QFT energy
density [19]. The previous equation implies _M+ _1hO1i= 0. However the eld theory
Ward identities dictate a sum over all couplings, _M+
P _ihOii=0 [19]. It is then necessary
that the contributions from 0 and A0 exactly cancel, which is the requirement of energy







 0 = 0 : (5.4)
Therefore the expectation value of the operator OA sourced by A0, is given by the expression
multiplying its time derivative in the previous equation.
A check on the consistency of these assignments is how they behave when a horizon
forms. Thermalization after a global quench in an innite system only happens at the local
level. Namely, for any late but nite time there are suciently large regions where non-
local observables have not yet achieved thermal values. Such observables, as for example
the entanglement entropy, require information from behind the apparent horizon for their
holographic determination [1, 4]. One point functions are local observables, which thus
should only imply the geometry outside it. We have used constant t slices to translate wall

















asymptotically at late times, in the region where it has practically achieved its nal value
zBH . They depart again from it at z >zBH , and nally reach the wall. This implies that
indeed, hO0i and hOAi do not require information from behind the apparent horizon at
any instance of their evolution.
The only non vanishing one-point function associated to a Schwarzschild geometry is
that of the stress tensor. Thus other expectation values should tend to zero in the process
of gravitational collapse. When a horizon emerges, the part of the geometry with z>zBH
gets frozen for observers using the proper time at the AdS boundary. This is implemented
by the exponential vanishing of e  in that region. According to the previous assignments
both hO0i and hOAi are proportional to e 0 , which insures that indeed they tend to
zero as a horizon forms. Clearly so does hO1i. The evolution of the three observables
after a quench generating a horizon, or equivalently leading to thermalization, is shown in
gure 4b.
We have proposed a simple holographic scenario, easily accessible to numerics, mod-
elling quenches where a relevant coupling changes. A number of checks have been success-
fully performed. We hope that this can help in placing holography among the standard
tools for studying out of equilibrium physics.
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